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MAKING IT EASY TO PHOTOGRAPH 
FOR LONGER IN THE COLD

Vallerret designs premium gloves customized to fit the needs of 
adventurous photographers in their battle against cold hands. 

In 2015, we designed Vallerret’s very first photography glove 
launched successfully via Kickstarter.

Today, we offer a full line of photography gloves sold and enjoyed 
world-wide by all types of photographers; from amateur landscape 
photographers to professional snowboarding photographers.

Photography and videography to us is a free creative space and 
an extra motivation to get out there and make awesome things 
happen - and capture it. We strive to enable photographers to 
go on as many photography adventures as possible and we work 
hard to offer the absolute best solutions of highest quality when it 
comes to keeping photographer-hands warm and comfortable.

Designed in Norway be fellow Winter-passionate photographers.

photographygloves.com
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02. THE GLOVE COLLECTION
DESIGNED FOR EVERY WINTER CONDITION.

Power Stretch Pro Liner Markhof Pro Model 2.0Womens  Nordic Urbex

Alta OvermittSkadi Zipper MittIpsoot
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03. POWER STRETCH PRO LINER

THE VERSATILE ADDITION - FITS INSIDE ALL VALLERRET GLOVES
Add as baselayer to any of Vallerret’s gloves for extra warmth or wear on their 

own. Soft, warm, durable and that extra layer of protection.

Suited for Light Winter.
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Sizes:  XS  -  S  -  M  -  L  -  XL - XXL 

1. Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro™.
Advanced dual knit construction from Polartec® means this
liner provides both performance and durablity. Moisture wick-
ing, warm and comfortable and perfect for light Winter or
early spring days.

2. Touch Screen-Ready.
Conductive suede on thumbs and index fingers on both hands
for that easy to use touch screen capability.

3. Add a baselayer for extra warmth
Designed to fit with all Vallerret’s glove models to give the
extra layer of warmth when needed.
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05. URBEX

THE STREET PHOTOGRAPHY GLOVE
Designed for the Urban Explorer. our genuine leather street glove ensure 

you are warm, stylish and ready to capture your shots no matter what city 

you are exploring.

Suited for Mild Winter.
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1. FlipTech Finger Caps with Magnets
Instant access to your dials. Magnets keep the FlipTech open.
Open and close with ease.

2. 100% Merino Wool Inner
Ensures a fitted and warm glove optimized for photography
with all the benefits of merino wool.

3. Genuine Goat Leather
Tan genuine goats leather for that street  and durable use.

4. Knit Cuff
Comfortable and cozy knitt cuff to keep your wrist warm.

5. Touch Screen Compatible Index and Thumb
Conductive suede index and thumb so you can swipe, send,
answer and scroll as per usual.

6. Fitted Glove Design.
Slim and fitted design for reduced bulk, comfort and great
camera feel.

Sizes:  XS  -  S  -  M  -  L - XL
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07. W’S NORDIC

A TREAT FOR THE LADIES
Custom made to fit the curves of the female hand, with 100% merino 

wool and Thinsulate insulation for comfort. Fitted design allows for a great 

camera feel. 

Suited for Every-Day Use in Mild Winter.
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1. Ergonomic Female Fit
With 100% Merino wool inner and Thinsulate insulation, this
glove is designed to fit female hand curves, with maximimum
camera-feel, warmth, and minimal bulk

2. FlipTech finger caps with magnets
Instant access to your dials. Magnets keep the FlipTech open.
Open and close with ease.

3. High Performance materials
Laminated soft micro twill and suede w/DWR resist water
and give you excellent wind protection

4. Embedded Tripod Key
Handy storage pocket with embedded tripod key. Or use the
pocket for a spare SD card or microfibre cloth

5. Non-slip grip
Super grippy palm print provides you with you with a perect
camera grab

6. Jersey Cuff
Slip on and slip off with ease.

Sizes:  XS  -  S  -  M  -  L
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09. THE MARKHOF 2.0

ALWAYS IN YOUR CAMERA BAG

Our customer favourite tried-and-tested glove, The Markhof Pro Model returns as 

The Markhof 2.0. With a Pre-curved Glove Design & 100% Merino Wool liner, 

Thinsulate insulation and weather proofed fabrics this makes for a fitted glove with 

outstanding warmth and camera feel. From the streets to the peaks The Markhof 

Pro 2.0 is your versatile “take everywhere” functional and stylish glove. 

Suited For Everyday-Use in Mid Winter.
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DESIGNED TO FIT THE NEEDS OF LANDSCAPE &  
ACTION SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHER, SIMON MARKHOF

Simon Markhof is a full-blooded photography adventurer. He is an avid 

explorer taking to the seemingly untouched places to snap landscape or 

snowboarding shots. Whether by himself or among his crew of fellow 

photographers, he’s always pushing his talents above and beyond.

Simon embraces the every day adventure of photography and for that 

we salute him with not only his own pro model glove but a new and im-

proved Markhof 2.0 .

simonmarkhof.de

instagram.com/simonmarkhof
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Sizes:  XS  -  S  -  M  -  L  -  XL 

1. 100 % Merino Wool inner
Ensures a fitted and warm glove optimized for photography.

2. FlipTech finger caps with magnets
Instant access to your dials. Magnets keep the FlipTech
open and out of the way for as long as you need.

3. Ergonomic fit
Fitted glove design ensures a great camera feel

4. High Performance materials
Goat leather, 2 ply DWR outershell and suede resists
water and gives excellent protection against the elements.
A Thinsulate mid layer adds that extra warmth to battle
everyday.

5. Non-slip grip
Super grippy palm print provides you with you with a perfect
camera grab. Featuring an iconic german landscape.

6. SD-Card pocket Embedded with Tripod Key.
Handy storage pocket to use for spare SD card, or microfi-
bre cloth comes embedded with a handy tripod key.

7. Jersey Cuff
Slip on and slip off with ease.
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12. THE IPSOOT

FOR THE DARK DAYS
A heavier duty photography glove, providing extra protection against the 

elements with instant access to your camera dials. 

Suited for longer photo-sessions in Deep Winter.
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DESIGNED TO FIT THE NEEDS OF BACKCOUNTRY 
PHOTOGRAPHER, TODD EASTERBROOK

Hitting the backcountry is no walk in the park. From snowmobile access to  

hair-raising cliffs, gaps and spines, Todd requires the ultimate in 

performance to access his dials and capture his shots day after day. 

A camera, tied with a photography education and the powder bug, Todd 

has built himself a full time photography career oriented around 

snowboarding. We’re proud to provide Todd with the tools he 

needs to stay ontop of his game and develop his career in the 

beautiful yet harsh Canadian winter environment.

toddeasterbrook.com

instagram.com/toddeasterbrook
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1. High performance materials
100% Merino wool inner, premium goat leather, Thinsulate
insulation, laminated micro twill resists water and gives you
maximimum camera-feel with excellent wind protection

2. FlipTech finger caps with magnets
Instant access to your dials. Magnets keep the FlipTech open.
Open and close with ease.

3. Stash Pocket with Embedded Tripod Key
Use this pocket for a spare SD card or stash a microfibre
cloth Storage pocket comes embedded with a tripod key.

4. Non-slip grip
Super grippy palm print provides you with a perect camera
grab

5. Jersey Cuff
Slip on and slip off with ease.

Sizes:  XS - S  -  M  -  L  -  XL
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15. THE SKADI ZIPPER MITT

FOR ULTIMATE VERSATILITY
This versatile design gives you all the warmth benefits of 

mittens along with full flexibility to operate your dials, whether 

you need one finger or four. Adapt to the Conditions with this 

two-in-one liner and mitten.

Suited for Mid to Deep winter conditions.
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DESIGNED TO FIT THE NEEDS OF WINTER 
VIDEOGRAPHER, LUKAS RIEDL

Lukas Riedl has been a winter bum at heart for as long as he cares to 

admit. Transitioning from being in front of the camera, to behind and onto 

videography Lukas loves to pack the gear, and use it. 

From filming back country snowboarding to chefs cooking in the winter 

outdoors, Lukas needs the ultimate of versatility to enable his work and 

continue to roll that film throughout the coldest of days. 

Together with Lukas we have designed a truely lovable glove that´ll make 

you feel like the winter goddess Skadi herself. 

www.luckyreel.eu

instagram.com/lukassan
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Sizes:  XS - S  -  M  -  L - XL 

1. Removable Inner Glove - Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro™.
Thin, warm and durable with a touch screen finger and
thumb. Wind resistant softshell on the back of the fingers.

2. 100 % Merino Wool and Primaloft insulation.
A 100% merino wool lining and a Primaloft insulation mid
layer creating the ultimate layering system.

3. Zipper and FlipTech finger caps with magnets
A Fliptech and zipper combination for instant access to your
dials, utilise all 4 fingers or just the one. Flip-tech held back
with magnets or side clip keeping access to your dials as free
as possible.

4. High Performance materials
Goat leather, laminated soft twill and a 2 ply DWR suede
resists water and gives excellent wind protection

5. Non-slip grip
Grippy palm print gives you confidence and a great camera
grab.

6. SD-Card pocket with Tripod Key.
Handy storage pocket to use for spare SD card, or microfibre
cloth comes embedded with a handy tripod key.

7. Jersey Cuff and Wrist Strap
Slip on and slip off with ease, option to tighten with easily
adjustable wrist strap.

8. Extras
Storm Leash, Hook and loop Closure,
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18. THE ALTA OVER-MITT

THE GLOVE FOR YOUR GLOVES
The arctic is no joke, and this glove takes your warmth seriously.  

Like a sleeping bag for your hand, the Alta Over-mitt slips over 

any of the Vallerret gloves models adding that extra warmth 

protection and keeping your hands heated when you need it most.

Inspired by the Vallerret founders’ days dog mushing in the 

arctic.

Suited for Photo Adventures in Arctic Winter.
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 Sizes:  S  -  M  -  L - XL 

1. FlipTech Mitt Caps
Open the mitt with a durable YKK weather proof zipper to
expose your inner glove and gain access to your dials.

2. Held back with magnets
Magnets keep the FlipTech open and out of the way for as
long as you need.

3. High Performance outer shell materials
Goat leather and DWR Laminated soft twill resists water and
gives excellent wind protection, whilst the Nylon Taffeta liner
allows the Over-mitt to slide smoothly over your glove.

4. Primaloft insulation
Like a sleeping bag for your hand, A puffy layer made from Po-
lar tec fleece and 5oz insulation combine to keep the cold out
and the warm in

5. Added Extras
Gloves include a carabiner, steel eye loops, Lens cap or cloth
holder, and a Glove harness all to aid with the ease of getting
those artic images.

6. Flip Cap Illustration
Inner gloves sold seperately.
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Vallerret AS, Bavallsvegen 48
5710 Skulestadmo, Norway

vallerret@photographygloves.com

PHOTOGRAPHYGLOVES.COM




